Pr. Chief Commercial Manager
All Zonal Railways

Sub: Guidelines regarding Premium Indent- clarification
Ref: Rates Circular No.32 of 2020

Reference has been received from SWR wherein Railway has mentioned about a traffic moving under TEFD at Class LR1 and has sought clarification whether 5% Premium be collected on the “chargeable freight at Class LR1” or under “NTR of the applicable Class Rate of the commodity”.

The matter has been examined. As per extant policy, the customer is required to pay 5% Premium on normal freight, which will be worked out on base freight rate of applicable class for the commodity to be transported, distance for transportation, PCC of wagon and standard rake size, without levy of any other charge.

(This disposes off SWR’s letter No.C.209/Premium Indent/Vol.I dt.18.01.2021)

(KK Mishra)
Director, Traffic Commercial(Rates)
Railway Board
kk.mishra@gov.in

Copy to:
CAO(FOIS), GM(FOIS)/CRIS